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My wayfinding 
“museum.” 

Admission is 
very exclusive!



Can you spot 
anything from 

your city?!



The flow for our 
presentation…

I’ll keep time: feel free to ask short, 
single questions during the 

presentation, but keep the bulk of the 
questions for the Q&A at the end

Liza will discuss the theory and 
research supporting best practices

Marc will discuss the practical 
applications in Baltimore



But first, a quick 
intro to what’s 

going on in 
Indianapolis…



The current 
transit system 
(left) versus 

the proposed 
system (right): 

note the 
expansion in 

frequent 
service!

Current

Proposed



We’re exploring how 
to represent the 

proposed network via 
frequency mapping



Indy will also be 
getting three 
BRT lines!



We’re going to have 
to develop cohesive 

branding and 
wayfinding for the 
BRT (and indeed, 
for the entire new 

system)



What’s your 
definition of 
wayfinding?



The Science of Wayfinding: 
Why Integrating it Into Your 

System is Key



What is 
Wayfinding?



What is 
Wayfinding?

Wayfinding is the process 
of finding a path between 

an origin and a destination 
that has not necessarily 
been visited previously



Three things to know about wayfinding:

1. Wayfinding is an 
essential part of route 
comprehension:
Travelers are compelled to 
understand routes they use
Wayfinding is part of “world 
knowledge”
• Golledge, R.G. and T. Gärling. “Spatial Behavior in 

Transportation Modeling and Planning” in Transportation 
Systems Planning: Methods and Applications. CRC Press, 
New York, 2003.

• Pontikaki, E. “Wayfinding In GIS: Formalization of Basic 
Needs of A Passenger When Using Public Transportation.” 
Dissertation, Vienna University of Technology, 2006.
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knowledge”
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2. People gain knowledge 
in three ways:
Survey
Procedural - Wayfinding
Landmark

3. Wayfinding should be 
part of the “script” of 
taking transit

• Woyciechowicz, A and R. Shliselberg. “Wayfinding in Public 
Transportation” in Transportation Research Record: Journal 
of the Transportation Research Board, Vol. 1903, 2005.

• Dziekan, K. “Ease-of-Use in Public Transportation: A User 
Perspective on Information and Orientation Aspects.” 
Dissertation, Department of Transport and Economics, 
Royal Institute of Technology, 2008



Poor knowledge 
can be a barrier to 

use: How often 
have we heard 
“Oh, I’d take the 
bus but I can’t 
figure it out.”



Typical bus 
wayfinding

(no knock against 
Pittsburgh; the 

problem’s 
everywhere!)



Rail Bus



Simple

Clear

No Unnecessary Detail

Implied Level of 
Frequency 

Complex

Detailed

No Differentiation 
Between Service or 

Highlighting of
Frequent Service



What is 
“frequent” 

service 
anyway?

It’s typically 
defined as 

service every 
10 to 15 

minutes or 
better.



Google 
already has it 
figured out…



Local Street

Arterial

Highway



…the 
MBTA 
not so 
much!

4 – 10 min.

4 – 10 min.

25 min.



Which crucial 
information does 
this wayfinding 
provide?

What kind of bus stops 
here?
When does it come?
Where does it go?
How does it connect to 
the system?

Pittsburgh Manassas, VA
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Which crucial 
information does 
this wayfinding 
provide?

What kind of bus stops 
here?
When does it come?
Where does it go?
How does it connect to 
the system?

Portland, OR London



Marketing definitely isn’t fluff…



Marketing 
increases 
ridership!
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Some BRT 
vehicle 

branding 
examples



If marketing 
and 

wayfinding 
are put 

together…



Adequate information is important in determining “both actual and perceived walking 
distance and time.” 

…the improved comprehension increases ridership:
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Adequate information is important in determining “both actual and perceived walking 
distance and time.” 
Effective promotion and branding as well as high quality signage and information 
are two extremely cost effective ways to increase revenues from ridership.
When ranking information to be improved at transit stops, users ranked transit route 
maps first, followed by wait time.

• Iseki, H. and B. Taylor. “Style Versus Service? An Analysis of User Perceptions of Transit Stops and Stations.” 
Journal of Public Transportation, Vol. 13, no. 3, 2010.

• Currie, G. and I. Wallis. “Effective Ways to Grow Urban Bus Markets - a Synthesis of the Evidence.” Journal of 
Transport Geography, Vol. 16, 2008, pp. 419–429.

• Abdel-Aty, M., R. Kitamura and P. Jovanis. “Investigating Effect of Advanced Traveler Information on Commuter 
Tendency To Use Transit.” Transportation Research Record Vol. 1550, 1996.

• Popuri, Y. “Importance of Traveler Attitudes in the Choice of Public Transportation to Work: Findings from the 
Regional Transportation Authority (RTA) Attitudinal Survey.” Transportation, Vol. 38, 2011, pp. 643–662.

…the improved comprehension increases ridership:

…and the reverse is also true:
Popuri found that the “complexity of trip making” decreased one’s propensity to take 
transit. 



Generally, we know that wait times are perceived as more 
onerous than in-vehicle times.

Market your frequent routes in particular!
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Generally, we know that wait times are perceived as more 
onerous than in-vehicle times.
However, “on heavily patronized routes with frequent service, 
values of wait times can actually be below in-vehicle time.” 
So understanding that a route is frequent could decrease 
perceived wait time and increase ridership.

• Popuri, Y. “Importance of Traveler Attitudes in the Choice of Public Transportation to Work: Findings from the 
Regional Transportation Authority (RTA) Attitudinal Survey.” Transportation, Vol. 38, 2011, pp. 643–662.

• Wardman, M. “Public Transport Values of Time,” Working Paper 564, Leeds: Institute of Transport Studies, 
University of Leeds, 2001.

Market your frequent routes in particular!



A bit on map 
legibility…



Four things to know about transit maps:

1. NCTR recommends 
combining frequency 
and map information
Recommended by the 
National Center for 
Transit Research
Eliminates need to look 
at 2 things!
• Alasdair Cain, National Center for Transit 

Research. Designing Printed Transit 
Information Materials: A Guidebook for 
Transit Service Providers, January 2008. 
http://www.nctr.usf.edu/pdf/77710guidebook.
pdf Accessed May 5, 2012
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2. People respond well 
to repeating patterns

3. Color is key for 
differentiation
Without color, greater 
detail led to greater 
perceived difficulty, 
greater frustration, and 
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4. Headway based 
maps have been shown 
to influence route 
choice

• Woyciechowicz, A and R. Shliselberg. 
“Wayfinding in Public Transportation.” 
Transportation Research Record: Journal 
of the Transportation Research Board, 
Vol. 1903, 2005.

• Alasdair Cain, National Center for Transit 
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• Hochmair, H. “The Influence of Map 
Design on Route Choice from Public 
Transportation Maps in Urban Areas.” 
The Cartographic Journal, Vol. 46, 2009, 
pp. 242–256.

• Garland, H.C., Haynesm, J.J., Grubb, 
G.C. “Transit Map Color Coding and 
Street Detail Effects on Trip Planning 
Performance.” Environment and 
Behavior, Vol.11 (2), 1979, pp. 162–184.



There is a lot 
of work being 
done on this 

topic!
https://bostonography.com/
2013/mbta-map-redesigns/





Provide this 
information at 

the stop to build 
ridership, 

comprehension, 
and ultimately a 
transit-friendly 

community!
Portland, OR London



Cost 

Maintenance

Designating a route as “frequent” represents a promise

Defining “frequent” is a challenge 

Mapping only frequent services may bring up other issues (equity, gaps)

To be sure, wayfinding can be difficult…

…but none of these are excuses for not trying!



The Science of Wayfinding
Applied to Baltimore’s 

System Redesign



Before BaltimoreLink, MTA had 
tolerable wayfinding at rail 

stations (like most places), but 
wayfinding at bus stops was 

nonexistent, making the system 
a mystery.

We had bus stop signs with 
numbers (and even some signs 

without numbers)…

…and that was it!



New wayfinding had to 
communicate a new system:
a “grid and spoke” network of
high-frequency, consolidated-

stop bus routes with bus 
lanes and TSP…



An Early Decision:
We decided to find all the transfer points in 
the new system and assign neighborhood 
names to the bus stop clusters (“stations”) 

contributing to those points.

We consistently and uniformly used these 
neighborhood names on all visual and 
audio materials… even if a passenger 
didn’t learn the street routing of a new 

route right away, at least they’d know which 
neighborhoods it went to!



The Ultimate Goal:
Rather than associating “stations” with streets 

that aren’t always familiar to everybody, we 
associated “stations” with neighborhoods – just 

like rail stations!

We made (and are still making) gradual physical 
transfer improvements to these “stations” to 

make transit an easy-to-use, inseparable part 
of the neighborhoods’ identities.

As ridership at these “stations” increases under 
the improved transfer experience, our goal is to 

gradually consolidate the minor stops in between 
to speed up buses!



Step 1:
Unified System Maps
Assigned neighborhood names to all

the transfer points (“stations”) on the maps

Used linetype frequency coding to distinguish the 
frequent transit network from less-frequent routes

Used a simple, abstract metro style to make the 
structure of the network easier to understand 
compared to typical “spaghetti wad” bus maps



Step 2:
Matched schedules to

system maps
Had “stations” on covers and on inside maps 

match those on the system maps

Used a simple, abstract metro style for inside 
maps to make them more understandable 

compared to typical GIS-exported schedule maps

Added “Looking for?” blurbs to the inside maps to 
make it easy for passengers to map new routes 

onto familiar old routes



Here’s an example of a “Looking for?” blurb 
overcoming awkward infrastructure… 



Step 3:
Matched bus stop 

signs to system maps
Matched neighborhood names and 
route destinations to system maps

Matched color-coding to corresponding 
schedule colors

Indicated service frequencies and 
match to schedules and system maps



Step 4:
Matched signpost boxes 

to schedule maps
Added route maps to signpost boxes that 
matched precisely those in the schedules

Included a route frequency table that 
encouraged passengers to check the 
Transit app for less-frequent periods 

(rather than checking posted timetables 
that were constantly out of date)



Step 5:
Added neighborhoods to 
GTFS feed and on-board 

bus announcements
Added neighborhood names to stops in GTFS 
feed to allow stops to be searched/found by 

neighborhood in Google Maps and other apps

Added neighborhood names to on-board Clever 
Devices announcements so buses 

announced/displayed neighborhoods alongside 
streets and connections at transfer points



Step 6:
Added wayfinding to new 
and existing bus shelters
Ad space is an underappreciated and often 

underused asset: we inserted 
neighborhoods maps into this space rather 
than installing separate pylons or panels

We’re still going to roll out standing and 
hanging pylons with route line diagrams 

containing “stations” that match the 
schedules and system maps



Sometimes we’re 
lucky enough to 
have surviving 
streetcar stops 

serve as “stations” 
to reinforce a sense 

of place…



And sometimes 
we can afford 
to build real
stations…



With bus bay signs 
that have transitional 
messaging matching 
the “Looking for?” 

sections on the 
schedules…



Step 7:
…But when real stations 

are too expensive, we 
realized we could tie 

together the disparate 
on-street stops that form 

a “station” by using 
directional streetscaping 

and placemaking!

Custom crosswalk markings (like these in 
Baltimore) can be used along sidewalks to 

tie separate transfer stops together.



An example from the Preston/Charles 
intersection (“Midtown/UB”)…

…in which eight separate stops are tied 
together into a single “station.”



There’s no reason a bus 
stop can’t be as comforting 

and orienting a landmark 
as the typical rail station!

Let’s stop treating buses like orphan 
children – we won’t be able to build rail 
lines everywhere, so we should work to 

make bus lines just as easy to understand.



Q&A


